Presenting a live 90-minute webinar with interactive Q&A

Negotiating and Drafting Restaurant Leases

Provisions Addressing Tenant Improvements, Financing and Franchise Structures, Mixed Use,
Clean-up Equipment, and More
THURSDAY, MARCH 12, 2020
1pm Eastern

|

12pm Central | 11am Mountain

|

10am Pacific

Today’s faculty features:
Bruce B. May, Member, Jennings, Strouss & Salmon, Phoenix
Jodi Rich, Partner, Ulmer & Berne, Cleveland

The audio portion of the conference may be accessed via the telephone or by using your computer's
speakers. Please refer to the instructions emailed to registrants for additional information. If you
have any questions, please contact Customer Service at 1-800-926-7926 ext. 1.

Tips for Optimal Quality

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet
connection.
If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted.
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately
so we can address the problem.
If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.
Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

Continuing Education Credits

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar.
A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email
that you will receive immediately following the program.
For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926
ext. 2.

Program Materials

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please
complete the following steps:
•

Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

•

The PDF will open a separate tab/window. Print the slides by clicking on the
printer icon.

NEGOTIATING & DRAFTING
RESTAURANT LEASES
What You Should Know Before You Get Cooked
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INTRODUCTION
1.

DRAFTING AND NEGOTIATING LEASES GENERALLY
• No such thing as a standard form or provisions/too many variables, e.g. restaurant type,
venue, negotiating strength, client’s business model and risk tolerance
• A form addressing standard retail issues (e.g. apparel, shoes, sundries, jewelry) doesn’t
address unique issues for restaurants
• Attorney’s role as risk manager and budgeting fees
• “Don’t spend much time on this, but make sure I’m covered.”
• Recognizing provisions that will or may frustrate client’s business model or unduly increase
the risk of failure
• Cautionary: “Normalization of Deviance” (Challenger Space Shuttle Tragedy)
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2. NUTS AND BOLTS OF OPERATING A
RESTAURANT AND TRENDS (See Materials)
• Tough business and 24/7 Commitment; much that can go wrong: disruptions in supply chain,
contaminated food source, Health Inspections, departure of chef, poor table service, poor
reviews, fussy customers, faddish and trendy (Houston’s to Harry’s) (Urban Cowboy theme, Paleo
menu); increasing labor costs (minimum wage laws / $22.00 an hour!)
• Much larger upfront investment than normal retail.
• Retail evolving from malls to entertainment venues; generational shift in dining habits and
expectations (See Blue Apron); restaurants first, retail follows; internet resistance; restaurants
clustered; “Experience” as important as food; Twitter-worthy dining and dishes; arcade
experience; Entry of upscale Department Stores in sit-down food service (if you can’t beat them,
join them)
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3.

DUE DILIGENCE

Team: Broker, Consultant, Architect, Site Planner, Engineer, Contractor and possibly
others (e.g. ground lease)
Upfront Issues:
• Franchise Agreement (to be discussed later; just review it before the process starts)
• Zoning/Permitting (Type, Availability and Timing)
• Parking
• Branding compatibility with Venue (e.g. signage and “look”)
• Liquor Licensing (Type, Availability, Timing)
• Terms of Work Letter
• Tenant Improvements (Availability, Cost and Timing)
• Condition of Utility Lines, Adequacy of Utility Services, Condition of Premises and
Venue.
• ADA Compliance
Due Diligence Before or After Lease Executed
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4.

REVIEWING THE SITE PLAN

• Venue
• Configuration of venue and location of premises
• Preserving visibility and access vs. right to change common area or
configuration of venue
• Parking
• Requirement to maintain parking space to square footage ratios
• Assigned employee parking
• Dedicated parking for pickup services (e.g. two spaces in front)
• Ability to valet park
• Mixed Use Peak Parking Demands
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5.

REVIEWING THE SITE PLAN (Continued)

• Drive-Thru
• Practicality (stacking into right of way or parking field)
• Where is it?
• Patio / Outdoor Seating
• Sometimes included as square footage for parking under local codes
• Nuisance complaints (e.g. noise) and draconian landlord remedies
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6. RESTAURANT LEASE TERMS:
UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS
PERMITTED USE:
• Landlord (narrow) vs. Tenant (flexible and adaptable)
• Landlord: Attach menu and use only specific tradename and do not violate pre-existing exclusives
(attach the list as Exhibit)
• Tenant ability to adapt to trends, add menu items, rebranding and menu options dictated by
Franchisor, service of liquor, bar separate from food service, live music.
• Prohibited Uses
• Venue wide or just adjoining
• Uses sensitive to noise and odor (even if otherwise pleasant)
• Uses to which diners are sensitive
• Beware of uses client intends to incorporate (video games / Pacman)
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7. RESTAURANT LEASE TERMS:
UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS (continued)
EXCLUSIVE USE:
How do you describe it?
• Understand clients’ core objective and careful drafting.
• Increasingly difficult with creative chefs, what is a “fusion”?
• Certain restaurants need to periodically change menu
• Potential Trademark Dispute (Panda Express vs. Panda Libre)
• Same tension between Landlord and Tenant as Permitted Use.
• Landlord exclude prior leases (expansive permitted uses) and certain anticipated
mix within venue, established franchises and overlapping menus, apply to
limited area in venue.
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8. RESTAURANT LEASE TERMS:
UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS (continued)
Who is it enforceable against?
• Unless matter of record, not the offending Tenant
• Landlord breach of contract. Damages unlikely.
What are the tenant’s remedies?
• Landlord reasonable (best) efforts to enjoin
• Liquidate per diem or only percentage rent
• Terminate / Extreme for both Landlord and Tenant / Is there metric for
triggering the right?
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9. RESTAURANT LEASE TERMS:
UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS (continued)
Tenant Opening Requirements
• Tied to Rent Commencement
Date (earlier of time certain or
open for business)
• Entire premises open to public –
food and service – business hours
• Fully staffed, provisioned and
stocked
Landlord Delivery Requirements
• Work Letter / Substantial
Completion / Punchlist
• Diners’ low tolerance for
disturbance or evident punchlist
items
• Not later than / no sooner than
• Tenant Remedies
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10. RESTAURANT LEASE TERMS:
UNIQUE CONSIDERATIONS (continued)
Continuous Operation
• Empty premises a blight vs. significant disruption of business model
• Exclusions: dining options (dinner only), remodeling, refurbishing, damage,
rebranding, staff training (Starbucks for racial awareness), cultural holidays,
epidemics, pandemics (or threat), for “no reason” for a limited number of
days.
Co-Tenancy
• Common? Driven by foot traffic (e.g. food court / synergy of entertainment
venues (movie theatre)
Right to go Dark
• Common?
Right to Recapture
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11. DOLLARS AND CENTS
How is Rent Calculated?
How is Square Footage Calculated?
Base Rent
Overage or Percentage Rent
CAM
Renewal Options and Rent
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12. TENANT IMPROVEMENTS/
BUILD OUT PROVISIONS
Allocation of Responsibility between landlord and Tenant
Equipment and Furnishings: lender rights upon lease or loan default
Tenant Improvement Allowance:
• Rent vs. Allowance / Loan from Landlord
• For what? Soft costs? Furnishings?
• When disbursed: As incurred or when finished?
• Who gets what’s not disbursed (academic)?
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13. FRANCHISED (CHAIN) RESTAURANTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Selection
Franchise Agreement
Lease Approval
Collateral Assignment of Lease
Intellectual Property Rights
Franchisor Rights Upon Default
Radius Restrictions
Permitted Use Clauses
Menus
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14.

Subordination, Non-Disturbance and Attornment Agreement
(SNDA).
An SNDA is not important until it is.

“Look, I’m not saying it’s going to be today. But someday – someday –
you guys will be happy that you’ve taken along a lawyer.”
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1. SNDA is relevant ONLY if there is a foreclosure.
2. SNDA is more important when no allowance and so low rent and larger investment in
space by tenant. A lender may be more likely to want to terminate this kind of lease.
3. Need SNDA as condition to delivery. Once Tenant starts spending money, it’s leverage
and remedies significantly reduced.
4. Big issue today is offset for non-payment of allowance. Tenant pays higher rent for
allowance – Tenant would pay less rent if no allowance. So Tenant needs right of offset if
Landlord fails to pay allowance. If SNDA prohibits any offset, Tenant will lose allowance
if foreclosure happens before allowance is paid or offset fully realized. And of course
Tenant still obligated for full Rent. If Lender does not agree to offset in SNDA, Landlord
can fix problem by guaranteeing or escrowing funds with lender. Or Landlord can escrow
funds with outside escrow agent. Or re-negotiate lease to eliminate allowance and pay
less rent.
5. But look at what other lease rights (such as insurance proceeds to rebuild) are altered
by SNDA. Tenant may be better off without the SNDA.
6. Get rep from Landlord that it owns fee title. If there is a ground lease, make sure you
have recognition/non-disturbance rights from master landlord.
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Thank You
Bruce B. May
Jennings, Strouss & Salmon, Phoenix
bmay@jsslaw.com

Jodi Rich
Ulmer & Berne
jrich@ulmer.com
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